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Ground rules
• Team Managers and School Coordinators only
• Your voice will be muted by the administrator
• You can ask questions, answer questions, or comment on
anything … let’s have a discussion
• Use the chat window at any time
• “Raise your hand” to speak
• Keep the rules about Interference in mind
• Nothing anyone says tonight is binding at a Tournament, use
the official Clarification process

Introductions
• Affiliate Director: Dick Pinney
• Affiliate Challenge Masters
• Doug DeFrees
• Rick Sale

• Regional Challenge Masters
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Best of the Bay: Caitlin McFann & Larry Witte
Central Coast: Michelle Berlin
LA-DI-Land: Catherine Schmidt
ONE: Rick Sale (ACM)
San Joaquin Valley: Kim Dyck
Silicon Valley: Doug DeFrees (ACM)
Waves to Dunes: Bobbie Thibault

Resources
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Program Materials
Rules of the Road
Published Clarifications
Roadmap
Travel Guide for Teams
idodi.org
caldi.org
Quick Start Guide
DI Blog
CalDI Facebook page

Quick Tips from the Roadmap

Game On
• Select a real Game from any time period and research its history,
design, and use.
• Create and present a story that integrates research of the teamselected Game.
• Design and create a Game Gizmo and integrate it into the
Presentation.
• Design and create a Container that goes through a transformation
during the Presentation.
• Choose either the Container or the Game Gizmo as the Technical
Element that accomplishes a task during the Presentation.
• Create and present two Team Choice Elements.

APPROACHING THE CHALLENGE
This Challenge can be solved on many levels, ranging from the
simple to the complex.
Focus on solving this Challenge based on the intent in which it
was designed.
All Challenge requirements must be met unless otherwise stated
using the terms “should” or “may.”
If you find the details of the Challenge unclear, we encourage
you to ask for a Team Clarification. (See Rules of the Road.)
Remember – if it doesn’t say you can’t, then you can.

1. Select a real Game from any time period and research its history, design,
and use.
2. For this Challenge, a Game is an organized activity that has specific rules,
involves skill and/or chance, and is played by one or more participants. A
Game can be played in a physical, electronic, and/or digital format.
3. Your team should research all elements of the team-selected Game.
Common game elements include, but are not limited to, components,
rules, procedures, boundaries, visual design, and sound design.
4. Your team should use good judgment when selecting your Game to ensure
your solution is appropriate for all audiences. (See Rules of the Road,
Conduct and Concerns at Tournaments.)

1. Create and present a story that integrates research of the team-selected
Game.
2. Present the story through 2 Points of View. For this Challenge, a Point of
View is the perspective from which the story is told and/or how the Game is
viewed by a person, place, or thing.
3. More than 2 points of view may be presented. However, only 2 Points of
View will earn points for IV.A.3.
4. The story may be set in any location(s), real or imaginary, and in any time
period(s): past, present, or future.

1. Design and create a Game Gizmo and integrate it into the Presentation. For
this Challenge, a Game Gizmo is a theatrical representation of a game
component and its use in the team-selected Game.
2. The use of the Game Gizmo must cause one or more actions or events to occur
during the Presentation. Your team may decide how often to use the Game
Gizmo and what happens after it is used.
3. One or more team members must be a physical part of the Game Gizmo. If a
team member is not a physical part of the Game Gizmo, your team’s score for
IV.B.1 may be affected.
4. The Game Gizmo is one of two options for your team’s Technical Element. (See
Section I.E.)

1. Design and create a Container that goes through a transformation during the
Presentation.
2. For this Challenge, a Container is a three-dimensional object that encloses all
items used in your team’s Presentation.
3. For this Challenge, a transformation is any visible change in the appearance of
the Container.
4. Integrate the Container and its transformation into the Presentation.
5. When time begins, all items used in your team’s Presentation must be inside the
Container, with the exception of decorations that are affixed to the outside of
the Container. Your team may receive an Illegal Procedure deduction if you use
items during the Presentation that were not inside the Container when time
began.
6. Decorations that are affixed to the outside of the Container may contribute to
the Presentation, as long as they are not intentionally separated from the
Container at any point during the Presentation.

7. The shape of the Container may contribute to the Presentation.
8. Team members may be either inside or outside of the Container when time
begins.
9. Items your team members are wearing outside of the Container before time
begins, with the exception of hairstyles, makeup, and shoes or foot coverings,
cannot contribute to your team’s solution in any way.
10. The Team Identification Sign may be outside of the Container when time begins.
11. Your team may move and/or unpack the Container at any time after the
Presentation time begins.
12. The Container must fit through the opening of a standard doorway,
approximately 30in x 76in (0.76m x 1.93m). Your team should check with the
Tournament Director to determine the sizes of the doorways at the Presentation
Site. (See Rules of the Road, Moving Scenery and Props.)

13. In the Prep Area, your team should be able to show all elements of your
Presentation to the Prep Area Appraiser.
14. The Container is one of two options for your team’s Technical Element. (See
Section I.E.).

1. Choose either the Container or the Game Gizmo as the Technical Element.
2. The Technical Element must use Technical Methods to accomplish a task during
the Presentation. For this Challenge, Technical Methods refers to the use of
principles in fields such as chemistry, computer science, electricity, hydraulics,
mathematics, mechanical engineering, physics, or structural engineering. Other
technical fields are also acceptable.
3. Your team will earn points for Technical Design and Technical Innovation based
on all Technical Methods used or attempted during the Presentation to
complete the Technical Element’s task.
4. If the Technical Element’s task is not completed, your team may still earn points
for the Technical Design and the Technical Innovation of the methods used in
the attempt. Your team’s score for Technical Design may be affected.

5. Design and build all parts of the Technical Element using your own ideas and
skills. Your team may incorporate commercially produced items, but for scoring,
Appraisers will only consider your team’s changes and/or additions to those
items.
6. Technical Methods using less direct team member involvement may earn more
points for Technical Design and Technical Innovation than methods that have
more direct team member involvement.

A. Present TWO creations that show off your team’s interests, skills, areas of
strength, and talents. Your team may create anything it wishes, including props,
music, technical gadgets, costumes, physical actions, etc.
B. Each Team Choice Element should have a meaningful connection to your team’s
Central Challenge solution and must be presented as part of the 8-minute
Presentation.
C. A Team Choice Element may not be a specific item that is required in the Central
Challenge that is already being evaluated. A Team Choice Element MAY be a
single unique PART of a required item, as long as it can be evaluated as a standalone item. Or, a Team Choice Element MAY be a larger item that includes a
required element, as long as the required element can be evaluated as a single
unique part of the Team Choice Element. Examples of these can be found in
Rules of the Road.

D. Both Team Choice Elements may be presented at the same time ONLY IF both
can be easily identified and scored separately.
E. Each Team Choice Element will be evaluated in three ways: for creativity and
originality, for quality, workmanship, or effort that is evident, and for integration
into the Presentation.
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Rules of the Road - Budget
Make sure you read
pages 18 to 20
If the team wants do
something and you
know it was
mentioned in the
budget section, you
can point out/read
them the section,
but the teams
decides what to do.

General
• Specifics
• $150 Budget.
• 8 minutes or less.
• Presentation Area is a minimum of 8ft X 10ft.
Normal Stage
• Electrical Power will be available.

Required paperwork
• Declaration of Independence
• A second copy is needed for IC

• Expense Report
• Tournament Data Form
• SIX copies of page one and page two
• One copy of page three

• Team-only clarifications (1 required, want 6 copies please)
• Bring copies, not originals, of all your paperwork

Questions and discussion

